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Abstract 
 
Fuzzy classification rules are widely considered as a well-
suited representation of classification knowledge, as they 
allow readable and interpretable rule bases. The goal of this 
paper is to discuss how fuzzy classification rules are 
generated for soil data. The most important task in the 
design of fuzzy classification systems is to find a set of 
fuzzy rules from training data to deal with a specific 
classification problem. In this paper, we   generate fuzzy 
rules from training data to deal  the soil data classification 
problem, by first defining the membership functions for the 
input attributes of the soil data, and then generating the 
initial fuzzy rules for the training data based on the 
member functions defined for the attributes of the soil data 
and then we merge  these fuzzy rules in order to generate 
definitive fuzzy rules . 
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1. Introduction 
 
Of soil characteristics, soil Classification is the most 
important one. It influences many other properties of great 
significance to land use and management. 
 Soil classification can effectively reduce the complexity of 
information and help us to understand the main features in 
soil groups. Although the process will lose some 
information, it provides a convenient means of information 
transfer. This paper tries to discuss and present a fuzzy 
classification method, which can reduce information and 
identify natural soil textures. 
One of the important applications of fuzzy set theory [16] 
is in the fuzzy classification systems. Fuzzy classification 
rules are widely considered a well-suited representation of 
classification knowledge, as they allow readable and 
interpretable fuzzy rule bases [3]. Due to their abstraction 
from numbers to linguistic variables they resemble the 
way; humans would possibly formulate their knowledge 
[21]. Everybody can easily be convinced that the world is 
inherently fuzzy and that crisp thresholds can almost never 
be justified. Therefore, the use of fuzzy rules seems quite 

intuitive. Specifying fuzzy sets may seem easier than the 
specification of crisp intervals. One may hope that the 
inference system will ‘somehow’ deal with the uncertainties. 
Especially, when rule bases are automatically or half-
automatically created from example data, this can hold true.  
 
There are two approaches to obtain fuzzy rules for fuzzy 
classification systems. One of them is given directly by 
experts; the other is produced through an automatic learning 
process. In recent years, some methods have been presented 
to generate fuzzy rules from training instances. 
  
In this paper, we have used triangular member ship function 
method to define the membership functions for the input 
attributes and we present a method to generate fuzzy rules 
from a set of training data to deal with the soil data [4] [5][6] 
classification problem. In section 2 we discuss about problem 
characteristics and in section 3 we have defined the 
membership functions for the input attributes and  section 4 
discusses with the algorithmic steps for fuzzy classification 
and in section 5 we present experimental results and section 6 
presents conclusion. 
 
2. Problem Characteristics 
 
The Soil data contains 111 instances, with the 7 input 
attributes (i.e., Depth, Sand, Silt, Clay, Sandbysilt,  
Sandbyclay, Sandbysiltclay), and one output attribute 
(i.e,Textureclass). The characteristics of the input attributes 
of the Soil data are shown in Table 1.The output attribute of 
the soil data consists of ten types of output values, as shown 
in Table 2. 
Type Output Attribute 
1 S 
2 Sicl 
3 Sic 
4 C 
5 Sl 
6 Cl 
7 Sil 
8 L 
9 Ls 
10 Scl 
 
Table 1. The characteristics of input attributes  
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Table 2. Output values of the output attributes 
 

In order to clearly illustrate clearly the proposed fuzzy 
rules generation algorithm, we have chosen 2 to 5 instances 
for each type of output attribute from the Soil data.(i.e. s, 
sicl, sic, c, sl, cl, sil, l, ls, scl). 
 
3. Member ship functions 
 
There exist numerous types of membership functions, the 
most commonly used in practice are triangles, trapezoids, 
bell curves, Gaussian and sigmoidal functions. In this paper 
we have used triangle method to find the membership 
function. The triangular membership function is specified 
by three parameters [a,b,c] as follows: 
 

Triangle(x:a,b,c)= { 

 
0 

 
x < a 

(x-
a)/(b-a) 

a≤ x ≤ b 

(c-x)/(c-
b) 

b≤x≤c 

0 x>c 

 
We assume that the number of labels for each input 
attribute is 4, i.e., ZE, PL, PM, PH. In [20], the 
membership functions of the input attributes depth, Sand, 
Silt, Clay, Sandbysilt,  Sandbyclay, Sandbysiltclay, can be 
defined as shown in Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3,Figure 4, 
Figure 5,Figure 6 and Figure 7, respectively. 
 
 

 
Figure 1: Membership functions of the input attribute Depth. 

 

 
Figure 2: Membership functions of the input attribute Sand. 

 

 
 

 
 
Figure 3: Membership functions of the input attribute Silt. 
 

 
                                  
Figure 4: Membership functions of the input attribute Clay. 
 

Input attributes 
 

Minimal 
value 
(cm) 

Maximal 
value 
(cm) 

Depth 0.1 2.08 
Sand 16.81 97.8 
Silt 1.2 56.53 
Clay 1.0 58.3 

SandbySilt 0.31 81.5 
SiltbyClay 0.3 4.0 

SandbySiltClay 0.2 44.45 

                    ZE                 PL             PM             PH

                 1.0            20.4              39.8           59.2

                   ZE                 PL             PM              PH

                1.2             20.04           38.84           57.72

                   ZE                 PL             PM              PH

             16.81          49.41             82.01           114.61

                  ZE                  PL                PM          PH

              0.1          0.71           1.42           2.08
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Figure 5: Membership functions of the input attribute SandbySilt. 

 
Figure 6: Membership functions of the                   input attribute 
SandbyClay. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Membership functions of the input attribute 
SandbySiltClay. 

 

4. Algorithm 
 

In the following section, we present an algorithm 
to generate fuzzy rules from a set of training data. The 
algorithm is now presented as follows: 
Step 1: Convert each training data in the initial training 
data set into a fuzzy rule and put them into the set of initial 
rules. 
Step 2: If the set of initial rules is empty or all of the fuzzy 
rules in the set of initial rules have been taken then Stop; 
else take a fuzzy rule R form the set of initial rules. 
Step 3: If the set of definitive rules is empty or all of the 
fuzzy rules which are in the set of definitive rules that have 
the same output with fuzzy rule R have attempted to merge 

with fuzzy rule R then fuzzy rule R becomes one member of 
the set of definitive rules; 
else go to Step 4. 
Step 4: Take a fuzzy rule R’which has the same output with 
fuzzy rule R and has not attempted to merge with fuzzy rule 
R from the set of definitive rules; 
If the merge of fuzzy rule R with fuzzy rule R’is allowed 
then merge them into fuzzy rule R”and replace R’by fuzzy 
rule R”, and go to Step 2  
else go to Step 3. 
The set of definitive rules is produced by the above four 
steps. Now, we use those fuzzy rules that are in the set of 
definitive rules, for classification. First, we convert the 
testing datum into labels, and then we test if it is subsumed in 
the fuzzy rules that are in the set of definitive rules. 
 
5. Experimental Results 
 
In this section, we have chosen the defined membership 
functions for the input attributes and we convert each training 
datum into a fuzzy rule, respectively which is implemented in 
programming language C. We proceed by taking a training 
datum    ((0.17, 91.4, 6.85, 1.75, 13.34, 3.91, 10.62)) from 
initial training data. The value of the attribute Depth is 0.17, 
we map the value “0.17” into the membership function for 
the input attribute depth and check with the label PL we can 
see that the membership value is 1; similarly we map the 
value “0.17”into the membership ZE, PM and PH 
respectively, and we can see that the membership values are 
0, respectively. We can see that when we map the value 
“0.17”into the membership function PL, we get the largest 
membership value, so we convert the value “0.17” into “PL”. 
In the same way, we can convert ((0.17, 91.4, 6.85, 1.75, 
13.34, 3.91, 10.62), 1) into (({ZE}, {PH}, {ZE}, {ZE}, 
{ZE}, {PH}, {PL}), 1). Repeating the above steps, we can 
convert the initial training data into the set of initial rules as 
shown in Table 3. 
 
 

Type 1 
{{ZE}{PH}{ZE}{ZE}{ZE}{PH}{PM}{PL},1} 
{{PL}{PH}{ZE}{ZE}{PM}{PM}{PM},1} 
{{PM}{PH}{ZE}{ZE}{PM}{PM}{PH},1} 
{{PM}{PH}{ZE}{ZE}{PM}{PM}{PH},1} 
{{PH}{PM}{PH}{ZE}{ZE}{PH}{PM}{PH},1} 

Type 2 

{{ZE}{PL}{PM}{PM}{ZE}{ZE}{ZE},2} 

{{PM}{PL}{PM}{PM}{ZE}{PL}{ZE},2} 

{{PL}{PL}{PM}{PM}{ZE}{PL}{ZE},2} 

{{PM}{PL}{PM}{PM}{ZE}{PL}{ZE},2} 

{{PM}{PL}{PM}{PM}{ZE}{PL}{ZE},2} 

Type 3 

{{PL}{PL}{PM}{PH}{ZE}{ZE}{ZE},3} 

                       ZE               PL             PM               PH

                   0.2          15.02           29.84           44.66

                      ZE                 PL             PM              PH

                  0.3             1.6                2.9             4.2

                      ZE                 PL             PM              PH

                 0.31         27.48            54.65           81.82
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{{PM}{ZE}{PM}{PH}{ZE}{ZE}{ZE},3} 
Type 4 

{{PM}{PL}{PM}{PM}{ZE}{ZE}{ZE},4} 

{{PL}{ZE}{PM}{PH}{ZE}{ZE}{ZE},4} 

{{PL}{ZE}{PM}{PH}{ZE}{ZE}{ZE},4} 

{{PM}{PL}{PM}{PH}{ZE}{ZE}{ZE},4} 

{{PH}{ZE}{PL}{PH}{PM}{ZE}{ZE}{ZE},4} 

Type 5 

{{ZE}{PM}{ZE}{PL}{ZE}{ZE}{ZE},5} 
{{PM}{PM}{PM}{PL}{ZE}{PL}{ZE},5} 
{{PM}{PM}{PM}{PL}{ZE}{PL}{ZE},5} 

{{PH}{PM}{PM}{PL}{ZE}{PL}{ZE},5} 
{{PH}{PM}{PM}{PL}{ZE}{PL}{ZE},5} 

Type 6 
{{PM}{PL}{PM}{PM}{ZE}{ZE}{ZE},6} 
{{PH}{PL}{PM}{PM}{ZE}{ZE}{ZE},6} 
{{ZE}{PL}{PM}{PM}{ZE}{PL}{ZE},6} 
{{PH}{ZE}{PM}{PM}{ZE}{ZE}{ZE},6} 
{{PH}{PM}{ZE}{PH}{PM}{PM}{ZE}{PM}{ZE},6} 

Type 7 

{{PL}{PM}{PM}{PM}{ZE}{PL}{ZE},7} 
{{PL}{PL}{PM}{PM}{ZE}{PL}{ZE},7} 
{{ZE}{ZE}{PH}{PM}{PM}{ZE}{PM}{ZE},7}    

 
 
         

Type 8 

{{PL}{PM}{PM}{PM}{ZE}{ZE}{ZE},8} 
{{ZE}{PM}{PM}{PM}{ZE}{PL}{ZE},8} 
{{PL}{PM}{PL}{PL}{ZE}{ZE}{ZE},8} 
{{ZE}{PL}{PM}{PM}{ZE}{PL}{ZE},8} 
{{ZE}{PL}{PM}{PM}{ZE}{PL}{ZE},8} 

Type 9 

{{PH}{PM}{PM}{PL}{ZE}{ZE}{PH}{ZE},9} 
{{ZE}{PH}{PL}{ZE}{ZE}{PM}{ZE},9} 
{{PL}{PH}{ZE}{ZE}{ZE}{PL}{ZE},9} 
{{PL}{PM}{PL}{ZE}{ZE}{PH}{PM}{ZE},9} 
{{ZE}{PH}{PL}{ZE}{ZE}{PM}{ZE},9} 

Type 10 

{{ZE}{PM}{PM}{PM}{ZE}{PL}{ZE},10} 
{{ZE}{PM}{PM}{PL}{ZE}{PL}{ZE},10} 
{{PL}{PM}{PL}{PM}{ZE}{ZE}{ZE},10} 
{{ZE}{PM}{PL}{PM}{ZE}{ZE}{ZE},10} 
{{ZE}{PM}{PL}{PM}{ZE}{ZE}{ZE},10} 
 

 
Table 3. Fuzzy rules in the set of initial rules. 
 

Then, we take the fuzzy rules sequentially from the set of 
initial rules shown in Table 5 and perform the merging 
process. Finally, we can get a set of definitive fuzzy rules 

from the set of initial rules. There are 10 fuzzy rules in the set 
of definitive rules, shown as follows: 
 
R0: 
{{ZE,PL,PM,PH,}{PH,PM,}{ZE,PH,}{ZE,}{ZE,PM,}{PH,
PM,}{PL,PM,PH,},1} 
R1: 
{{ZE,PM,PL,}{PL,}{PM,}{PM,}{ZE,}{ZE,PL,}{ZE,},2} 
R2: {{PL,PM,}{PL,ZE,}{PM,}{PH,}{ZE,}{ZE,}{ZE,},3} 
R3: 
{{PM,PL,PH,}{PL,ZE,}{PM,PL,}{PM,PH,}{ZE,PM,}{ZE,}
{ZE,},4} 
R4: 
{{ZE,PM,PH,}{PM,}{ZE,PM,}{PL,}{ZE,}{ZE,PL,}{ZE,},5
} 
R5: 
{{PM,PH,ZE,}{PL,ZE,PM,}{PM,ZE,}{PM,PH,}{ZE,PM,}{
ZE,PL,PM,}{ZE,PL,PM,},6} 
R6: 
{{PL,ZE,}{PM,PL,ZE,}{PM,PH,}{PM,}{ZE,PM,}{PL,ZE,}
{ZE,PM,},7} 
R7: 
{{PL,ZE,}{PM,PL,}{PM,PL,}{PM,PL,}{ZE,}{ZE,PL,}{ZE,
},8} 
R8: 
{{PH,ZE,PL,}{PM,PH,}{PM,PL,ZE,}{PL,ZE,}{ZE,}{ZE,P
M,PL,PH,}{PH,ZE,PM,},9} 
R9: 
{{ZE,PL,}{PM,}{PM,PL,}{PM,PL,}{ZE,}{PL,ZE,}{ZE,},1
0} 
 
Now, we apply those fuzzy rules to deal with the 
classification. We use an instance (0.73, 37.15, 18.25, 44.0, 
2.07, 0.41, and 0.6) of the Soil data  as a testing datum to 
illustrate the classification process. First, we convert this 
testing datum into ({PL}, {PL}, {PL}, {PM}, {ZE}, {ZE}, 
{ZE}). We take this converted datum into all of the generated 
fuzzy rules, respectively, and then we can see that only                  
“R3:     
{{PM,PL,PH,}{PL,ZE,}{PM,PL,}{PM,PH,}{ZE,PM,}{ZE,}
{ZE,},4}” can subsume in it (because {PL} 
{PM,PL,PH},{PL}{PL,ZE}, {PL}{PM,PL}, 
{PM} {PM,PH},{ZE}{ZE,PM}, {ZE}{ZE}, and 
{ZE}{ZE} ). Thus, the classification result indicates that it 
is belonging to Type 4, i.e., Soil Texture is C (Clay). From 
Table 1, we can see that it is a correct classification. 

Further Modification was done to the same program 
which could accept input attributes and generates fuzzy rule 
that specifies the type of the texture class also. 
 
 
6. Conclusion 
 

In this paper, we have presented a method to 
generate fuzzy rules from input attributes to deal with the 
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Soil data classification problem. We have implemented this 
in Turbo C Build Version 3.0. 

The implementation was done with two 
approaches.  

In the First approach, we convert the training data 
into initial set of fuzzy rules, and then we merged those 
initially generated fuzzy rules sequentially one after the 
other in order to reduce the number of fuzzy rules. Then 
finally testing datum can be taken to test the generated 
fuzzy rules. 

In the second approach, we have modified the first 
program in such a way that it accepts input attributes and 
generates the final rule that also states the type of the 
texture class. 

The second approach is more effective than the 
first approach, as first approach works well only for 
predefined set of training data and generates initial set of 
rules only for that data and again a program is to be run to 
merge these rules whereas the second approach eliminates 
the need of generating initial rules and merging the initial 
rules and also eliminates the need of mapping to which 
texture class it belongs to and further more to say that the 
program could be run to accept input attributes any number 
of times and immediately generates the fuzzy rule with the 
type of texture class. 
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